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MICHAEL J. HODDER

ALOST TREASURE
FROM THE HUNDRED YEARS WAR

In 1957 the American Numisrnatic Society acquired on loan from
the Hispanie Society of America a large and important collection
that had been given to the H.S.A. by Mr. Archer Huntington. The
collection was varied, with medieval European coinages fairly well
represented, lncluded among these latter is a series of 119 royal
French gold coins, struck between 1385 and 1431, which appear ta
form a discrete group within the collection as a whole. Their physical
appearances and the presence of a uniform patination on most
specimens suggest they were a hoard deposit, but, unfortunately,
no records of the provenance of these coins are now available.

During the American Numismatic Society's 1978 Summer Se
minal' 1 undertook to study these 119 coins, specifically to answer
three questions. First, is this group of coins the result of random
collection by Ml'. Huntington's agents in Europe, or is it a hoard
deposit acquired by them for his cabinet? Second, if it is indeed
a hoard, can its place of deposition by localized and its dates of
closing and deposît be established with sorne accuracy? And third,
what can be said about its type, and about the social position of
the persan responsible for its accumulation?

1

Ninety-two of these 119 coins are écus à la couronne. The écus
may be divided into two suh-categories, those bearing mint marks
(points secrets) and those that do not. Those écus without mint
marks may be ascribed to the first two issus of the écu, before the
introduction of the system of points secrets, and sa can be dated as
struck before 11.9.1389 (1). However, since the weights of issues

(1) J. LAFAURIE, Les monnaies des rois de France, i, Paris, 1951, no. 378.
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one and two (by statute, 4.079 and 3.990 grammes respectively)
are so close, and since no system for differentiating among issues
had yet been adopted, there is no certain way to distinguish, in
this first sub-category, which coins belong to issue one and which
to issue two. Indeed, there is no certainty that both issues are
represented in this sub-category at aIl: aIl the coins of this suh
group (N = 44) may belong to issue one, or, on the other hand, to
issue two. Graph 1 suggests that both issues are present in the 44
specimens, with coins of issue two, the lîghter of the two, out
numbering those of issue one. Assuming that Graph 1 does show the
presence of both issues of the écu struck without mint marks, then
an opening date for the striking of these 44 specimens can he as
signed, and it must fall between 11.3.1385 and 11.9.1389.
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Dating the specimens of the second sub-category (N = 48), those
bearing mint marks, is not so difficult. These coins bear the closed
dot as a mark, which was characteristic of issues three and four of
the écu, rather than the molette characteristic of issue five. (2)
Therefore, issues three and four are probably present in this sub
group. Since the statutory weights of issues three and four were
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a150 quite close (3.990 and 3.947 grammes respectively), one might
expect the same sorts of difficulties in distinguishing the one from
the other in this sub-group as found with the specimens of issues
one and two described above. Graph 2 clearly suggests both issues
three and four are present, with issue three, the heavier, perhaps
out-numbering issue four. This suggestion is supported by four
specimens which can be dated fairly securely. Nos. 48, 74, and
75, struck at Tournai, can only have been produced between 1389
and 1394, sinee they do not bear the master's mark characteristic
of Tournai strikes after 1394; these three coins must have been
struck during the life of issue three. No. 52, struck at Romans,
bears a point in the center of the 0 of KAROLVS on the obverse,
a master's mark assigned ta the lessee operating the Romans mint
in 1406 and shortly afterwards ; this coin must, therefore, have been
struck during the life of issue four (3). With the suggestions offered
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by Graph 2 confirmed by these four specimens, we may feel more
confident in accepting the suggestions offered by Graph 1 as well,
and conclude that the 92 écus à la couronne present in the H.S.A.
collection were struck between 11.3.1385 and 2.11.1411 (issues one
through four), with the majority of the population falling in issues
two and three, or between 28.2.1388 and 29.7.1394.

The balance of the 119 coins in this collection is composed of
royals d'or (N = 27 : Graph 3). Four issues of the royal were ordered
and struck, from 9.11.1429 ta after 4.12.1431 (4). Issues one, two,
and three can he easily distinguished from each other, by a system
of points placed after the initial crosses in the legends on the obverse
and reverse faces of these coins (5). Issue four, however, bore the
same issue mark as did issue two, and can only be certainly dis
tinguished from issue two by peculiarities in the mint marks as
signed to Tours, Angers, La Rochelle, St.sPourçain, and Beauvais (6).
No such distinctions can yet he made for coins from mints other than
these. Twenty-one of the 27 royals in this collection are of issue
one, and two are of issue three. Of the four specimens that bear
the issue mark characteristic of issues two and four, two, nos. 101
and 104, from the mint of Angers, do not bear the mint mark as
signed to Angers during the life of issue four, and 50 must he ascribed
to issue two. The remaining two problematical coins, which can
be ascribed ta either issue two or four, are die-linked specimens from
the mint of Limoges. Since twenty-one of the 27 royals in this
collection are of issue one) two are certainly of issue two, and two
are of issue three, 1 have preferred ta ascribe the two problematical
specimens from Limoges ta issue two rather than ta issue four.
The royais d'or in this collection, then, can he dated as struck during
the lives of issues one through three, or from 9.11.1429 ta 4.12.1431.

This collection, then, appears ta have two tiers. The Iirst, cornpos
ed of 92 écusà la couronne, was struck from 11.3.1385 ta 2.11.1411.
with the majority of the specîmens falling between 28.2.1388 and
29.7.1394. The second, composed of 27 royals d'or, was struck from

(4) LAFAURIE, no. 459.

(5) Issue one: + ; issue two: +.; issue three : +0.

(6) Tours: a {leur-de-lys ; Angers: a heart ; La Rochelle: a rose; St.-Pour

çain : a croissant; Beauvais: a swastika, facing right.
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9.10.1429 ta 4.12.1431, with the majority of the specimens in this
tier falling between 9.11.1429 and 5.4.1431.

Mint attributions for the first sub-category of écus within the
collection are virtually impossible to make, No system of mint
marks had yet been established when issues one and two of the écu
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MAP 1. Royal mints striklng écus à la couronne similar to those represcntcd in
the HSA hoard, Issue 1 : 11.3.1385 - 28.2.1388; Issue 2: 28.2.1388 - 11.9.1389.
Mlnts underlined are sources for the six attributablc specimens from these issues
in the hoard,
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were struck, Certain mints, however, seem ta have been assigned
particular deviees ta be placed on their gold strikes, and these have
allowed six attributions to be made within this sub-group. Three
coins, nos. 18, 19, and 42 bear the six-pointed star at the centers of
their reverses characteristic of Tournai strikes, One, no. 20, bears

the moleile at its center characteristic of St.-Quentin. Two, nos. 21
and 24, bear the punctuation, and design (points at the identations
of the quatre-lobe on the reverse and points below the standard five
pointed star at the center of the reverse) anomalies characteristic
of Toulouse strikes (7). Master's marks, which are common on many

of the coins in this sub-group, have in every case failed ta help in
attributing coins to particular mints. The mint attributions as
certainable for this sub-category of écu have been plotted on Map I.

Mint attributions for the second sub-category of écu in the col
lection are certain in each case, and have been plotted on Map II.
This map clearly shows five major geographical groupings represent
ed in this sub-category : the first centering on Paris and including the
two Norman mints of St.-Lô and Rouen; the second represented

by Tournai; the third Iollowing trade routes down the Rhône val
ley, beginning at Troyes and ending with St.-André-Iès-Avignon ;
the fourth in Languedoc, including Toulouse and Montpellier; and
the fifth, the area of Anjou/Poitou, including the Touraine, where
the only die-links among the écus of this collection were found, on
the obverses of two specimens from the mint at Angers.

Mint attributions for the 27 examples of royals d'or in this col
lection present sorne difficulties. By statute each mint had been
obliged since 1389 ta have an identifying mark on its coins. How
ever, ten of these 27 specimens do not bear a point secret. It would
seem that central control over local operations had relaxed sorne

what following the loss of Paris ta Anglo-Burgundian forces in 1418
and the Dauphin's exile in Bourges. This conclusion is supported
by the appearance of deîinitely-identifiable local stylistic currents
on the dies used to strike the royal, whereas dies used for the écu
had been uniformly cut in Paris and delivered ta local mints under
seal. These local stylistîc idiosyncracies can be used to identify
otherwise un-marked coins, and in one case have confirmed the

(7) LAFAURIE, p. 70-72.
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MAP II. Royal minis striking ecus à la couronne, after the adoption of the sys
tem of points secrets. Issue 3: 11.9.1389 - 29.7.1394; Issue 4: 29.7.1394 
2.11.1411. Mints underlined are sources for the specimens from these issues in
the HSA hoard. N = 48.

attribution of a specimen to the mint of Montélimar. Unfortunately,
however, the other nine un-marked coins cannat at this point be
attributed to their mints. It should he said, however, that six of
these nine bear a similarly-designed rose at the center of their rever
ses, one that is square in shape, and that three of these six specimens
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MAP III. Mints striklng royals d'or, and whose officiaIs were appointed by the
mlnt-rnasters general of the French crown. Issue 1: 9.10.1429 - 5.4.1431 ;
Issue 2: 5.4.1431 - 15.9.1431; Issue 3: 15.9.1431 - 4.12.1431. Mints under
Iinerl 31'C sources for the attributablc specimens from thesc issues in the HSA
hoard.

are die-linked on their obverses. Map III plots the ascertainable
mint attributions for the remaining 18 specimens of royals in this
collection. With the exception of the three examples from Mon
télimar, aIl of which are die-linked on their obverses, the majority

7
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?..,IAP IV. Schcmatic-Areas of French royal influence, 1429-1431, exclucling
temporary holdings or conquests, Towns underllned are mints represented in
the HSA hoard of royals d'or. Hatch-marks caver areas of direct royal control,
Charles VII's dernesne ; ether arcas wlthin square borders were more or less
allied ta the Valois house.

of these roijals were struck by mints in Anjou/Poitou, the Touraine,
and the Orléanais. Map IV shows in very rough form the areas
below the Loire directly within Charles VII's demesne; it will be
seen immediately that the majority of the mints represented as
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striking the attributable royals found in this collection were located
on the royal demesne. Areas not under direct royal control, or
indirect but strong royal influence (e.g., Anjou, the Touraine, the
Orléanais) are not represented in the royals of this collection.

In SUffi, then, complete mint attributions are not possible for the
first sub-category of écu in this collection. The fact that the six
specimens that can be located were struck by mints at opposite
ends of the kingdom suggests that could complete identification of
the mints represented in this sub-group be made, the picture would
resemble that shawn by the plot of mints strikîng écus of the second
sub-category. The distribution pattern for the 27 royals shows one
area in the pattern of écus of the second sub-category still present,
the others having fallen away.

Nothing substantial can he said about the nurnbers of coins from
individual mints that are represented among the first sub-group
of écus in this collection, sinee mint attributions cannot completely
he established for this sub-category. Map II, the distribution pat
tern for the second sub-category of écus, indicates that the numbers
of specimens attributable ta individual mints are not inapproprîate
to the importance and volume of production of those mints (B).
La Rochelle, Toulouse, and Paris were the premier mints of the
realm du ring the lives of issue three and four of the écu, and taken
in relation to one another the numbers of coins struck by these
mints now in the H.S.A. collection are in accordance wîth the
recorded output of these mints. More specimens struck at Crémieu
might have bcen expected compared with those in this collection
struck at Romans. Angers and Montpellier are bath represented
by four examples, which, in the case of Montpellier, is appropriate
to its recorded production figures. The comparatively high repre
sentation of the mint at Angers is slîghtly anomalous, especially as
this mint produced the only die-links found among the écus of
bath sub-groups in this collection. In general, however, the numbers
of specimens from mints represented in the second sub-group of
écus are in accordance with what would he expected of those mints '
production capacities, and it would be safe ta say that Map II
can be taken as representative of the general circulation pattern
for gold coinage minted under royal auspices between 1389 and 1411.

(8) See Appendix 1.
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Map III, which plots the distribution pattern for the royals in
this collection, indicates a very different degree of mint representa
tian, but one that is in accordance with the historical circumstances
of the Lime (9). Numbers of specimens in this collection struck at
the mint of La Rochelle are in accordance with its recorded output
during the life of the royal. More specimens from the mint at Tours
might he expected, but beyond this, surviving production figures
can only suggest that examples from Bourges and Romans should
a180 be present were this collection a random assortment. If the
production capacities of the mints of the Dauphiné, Languedoc, and
the Lyonnais remained at close ta the levels reached during the
previous reign, then the absence of examples struck in the mints of
these regions becomes significant. The presence of three specimens
in this collection struck at Montélimar, aIl of which are die-linked,
is surprising, and makes the absence of examples from Toulouse,
Lyon, Crémieu, etc. even more interesting.

In sum, the numbers of royals in this collection struck at in
dividual mints are not in accordance with recorded or expected
production capacities of mints striking the royal. Map III does
not illustrate the general circulation pattern for royal gold during
the life of the royal, but rather presents what might be expected to
have been the circulation pattern for royal gold in the west, in
Anjou/Poitou.

The physical conditions of the two sub-categories of écus and the
group of royals in this collection are also quite distinct. The écus
of both sub-groups are generally well-rounded and cleanly-struck
coins. There are very few exarnplcs that show breaks or cracks at
their edges or across their flans, and bend marks or other deformities
are generally absent. Fine details, such as the cross-hatching be
neath the crown on the obverse, or the tiny [leurs-de-lus at the ter
minations of the cross on the reverse, are almost always present
and in good form. There arc few signs of rubbing or wear, and the
general impression received from these coins is that they had not
circulated for very long after being struck. One specimen, no. 75
from the mint at Tournai, appears to be a very fresh coin, and must
have been withdrawn from circulation saon after it was struck,

The 27 royals, on the other hand, are a very messy group of coins.
Only one example, no. 114 from the mint at Montélimar, can be

(9) Sec Appendix II.
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compared favorably to the specimens of écus in terms of condition.
AIl the other roijals show signs of considerable wear. Fine details
are generally worn away, and breaks and bend marks across the
flan and at the edges are common. The general impression received
from these coins is that they had been in circulation for a period
of years.

Graphs 1 and 2 indicate that the specimens of bath sub-categories
of écus in this collection span the weight range noted for surviving
examples of these issues described by Lafaurie and Dieudonné (10).

Graph 1 in particular suggests that if the écus of the first sub-group
were indeed part of a hoard deposit, their inclusion was not based
upon metal content since their weight range is sa broad. In fact,
Graph 1 displays the sort of bell-curve expected of a random as
sortment withdrawn from a coinage struck al marco. Graph 2,
however, shows that the examples of the second sub-category of
écus approach more cIosely the statutory weights set for issues three
and four and suggests, perhaps, sorne deliberation behind their
appearance in this collection, rather than a randornly-extracted
sample of this coinage.

Graph 3 presents a picture similar to that shawn by Graph 2.
Coins in the group of royals also cIuster towards the statutory
weights set for their various issues, and as with the second sub
category of écus, may suggest deliberation behind their appearance
in this collection, rather than their being a random assortment
acquired for a modern col1ector.

In sum, then, specimens of the first sub-category of écus in this
collection present the physical appearance characteristic of coins
that had not long been in circulation; their weights, however,
bracket the spectrum of observed weights recorded for surviving
examples of these two issues. Specimens of the second sub-group
show the same physical appearance, yet their weights tend ta cluster
towards the statutory weights set for issues three and four of the
écu. Specimens of the group of royals in this collection share
the weight characteristics of the second sub-group of écus, but their
physical appearance suggests a longer period of wear.

(10) LAFAURlE: issues one and two, 4.08-3.86 grammes; issues three and four,
4.05-3.33 grammes; DIEUDONNÉ: issues one and two, 4.08-3.86 grammes.
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II

An the coins in this collection bear, to varying degrees, a uniform
patination light pink in color, with darker Ilecks included in the
pinkish rnatrix, This material is granular in appearance, slightly
porous, and exhibits a moderate degree of surface adhesion. Fif
teen specimens, taken at random from beth sub-groups of écus, were
chosen for cleaning. In most cases, a five-minute immersion in
EDTA di-sodium salt (Complexone III - 10 oh> aqueous solution)
was enough to loosen the materia1. Weights taken before and after
cleaning showed a range of weight loss from 0.026 to 0.001 grammes
for individual examples, with an overall average of 0.008 grammes
108t after cleaning for the group of 15 as a whole. (See Table 1).
The patination is peculiar to the 119 specimens under study, ap
pearing nowhere else in other parts of the larger H.S.A. collection and
was, of course, the first and rnost obvious indication that these 119
coins were originally a hoard deposit.

Mint distribution patterns also clearly suggest that this collec
tion of écus and royais was indeed a hoard deposit. In the first
place continuity in the representation of mints whose strikes are
present in this collection, between the first and second sub-cate
gories of écus, is suggested by the overlap of mints to which coins
of issues one and two may be attributed with those mints known
to have struck specimens in the collection of issues three and four.
The overlap continues more obviously between the pattern for the
second sub-group of écus, issues three and four, and the pattern
established for the royais as shown by Map 1II. The overlap,
however, has become attenuated in this case, with only one of the
five geographical areas represented in the pattern for écus of issues
three and four still present in the pattern for the royais. Within
that area, however, mint representations through numbers of coins
struck by the mints in operation there are quite close. Angers, La
Rochelle, Tours, Poitiers, are each represented in the patterns for
the second sub-group of écus and for the royais of this collection
by almost identical numbers. The appearance of specimens struck
at Orléans, Limoges, and Chinon is the only anomaly in the con
cordance of these two patterns.

Graph 1 shows a pattern characteristic of random withdrawal
from circulation, but Graphs 2 and 3 further support the impression
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that these 119 specimens were originally a hoard deposit. Graphs 2
and 3 show the weights of thèse coins clustering towards the statu
tory weights set for their respective issues, a phenomenon not
characteristic of random withdrawal, especially not from a coinage
struck al marco. In both cases, the average observed weight of the
graphed specimens faIls only a little more than one grain below
the statutory weight set for them (one and three-quarter grains in
the case of Graph 2, statutory weight issue three). The mode of
Graph 3 is almost identical ta the legal weights for issues one, two
and four of the royal, and is similarly-placed in Graph 2 with respect
to the legal weight of issue four of the écu. Such close correspondence
is not ordinarily expected of a random sampIe of an al marco coinage.
It indicates, rather, that specimens of issues three and four of the
écu and one through three of the royal had been included in this
collection because of their weight characteristics, a concern not
common ta the modern collecter, but of vital interest to someone
to whom these coins represented the then-circulating gold medium.

The physical condition of these coins also supports the argument
that they were a hoard deposit. Neither sub-category of the écus
shows signs of prolonged circulation. Their good condition seems
to suggest selection partly on the basis of appearance. The roijals,
on the other hand, are a hadly-struck and deformed lot, and here
condition seems to have played no role in their selection. This will
become an important indication as to the nature of this hoard, when
considered in the light of the historical events of the time,

1 think it is safe to conclude that these 119 coins did indeed
constitute a hoard deposit, that they are not a random assortment
of late 14th and early 15th century French gold coins. There is,
however, one important question that must be discussed before
moving on to typing and localizing this hoard. In the absence
of any reeorded provenance and any reports of this hoard in the
literature, can it he certain that these 119 specimens constituted
the entire hoard when it was discovered, or even the bulk of it?

There is a telling argument against this being the complete hoard,
one that arises from the dating established for these coins. After
issue four of the écu, which appears in this hoard, there are
no other examples of French coinage present until issue one of
the royal. There is a gap of sorne 18 years, in other words, from
1411 to 1429 in the internaI continuity of this hoard. The hoarder
must he presumed to have ceased accumulating treasure during
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this period (or disposed of later what he had gathered then), or else
the hoard is incomplete and coins accumulated by the hoarder
from 1411 until 1429 were not acquired for Mr. Huntington. AI
though 1 feel the former explanation is the most likely, there is no
certain evidence l can adduce that will explain this gap completely
satisfactorily. There is, however, very suggestive circumstantial
evidence that explains it. The argument necessitates a brief ex
cursion into French monetary history from 1411 ta 1429 (11).

III

French royal gold coinage during this period presents a rather
unhappy picture of continuai debasement, of short-lived issues
(without important economie impact) struck at single mints. Is
sue four of the écu à la couronne, represented in the écus of the second
sub-group in the H.S.A. collection, was followed on 2.11.1411 by
issue five. Issue four had been ordered struck to a fineness of 1.0
and a weight of 3.947 grammes; issue five was ordered struck ta
the same Iineness, but its weight was lowered ta 3.824 grammes.
It is impossible ta know definîtely how long issue five continued ta
be struck, but considering the short lives of later gold issues and
remembering the confusion in aIl segments of the royal administra
tion following the outbreak of civil war in 1407, issue five was
probably not long-lived. After the appearance of issue five of the
écu, and before the appearance of the first issue of the royal in 1429,
28 separate gold issues were ordered struck by various French
authorities. Ten of the 28 were ordered by Charles VI's masters
general of the mints : of the varions types named, only two were
ordered to a fineness of 1.0, the eighth issue of the écu (19.12.1420),
which was not struck, and a salui d'or (11.8.1421) which was struck
at Paris only and which ended with Charles' death the following
year. Eight of the 28 were ordered between 1418 and 1422 by the
exiled Dauphin (the future Charles VII). An écu of fineness and
weight comparable ta the original écu of 1385 was issued 11.6.1419,
but lasted only about three months. A second issue of the Dauphin's
écu was ordered struck ta a f'ineness of 1.0 at the end of January,
1421, but lasted only until the end of July of that year (15.8 at

(11) For what Iollows, see LAI~AURIE, nos. 378-460.
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Toulouse), or six months, and was five-tenths of a gramme lighter
than its predecessor. No further issues of écus of fineness 1.0 were
struck until after Charles VI's death. A large gold coin, the double
d'or (or chaise d'or) was struck to a fineness of 1.0 beginning in
August of 1420, and lasted until2.1421, but was struek at Tours and
La Rochelle only.

The Dauphin dated his accession from his father's death in 1422,
although he was not crowned until 1429. On his assumption of the
name of Charles VII a new gold issue, the franc à cheval, was ordered
struck to a fineness of 1.0, but only one specimen of this type has
survived, minted at Toulouse, and the issue was probably a small
one. On 21.1.1423 the Iirst issue of his own écu was ordered, to he
minted at a fineness and weight equal to that of issue rive of his
Iather's écu, but two months later the weight standard was lowered
from 3.824 to 3.599 grammes (although Montpellier continued strik
ing to the old standard). Of the six types of gold coins issued after
2.3.1423, none approached the old weight and fineness standards
which seem to have become the norms for good currency with the
appearance of issue five of Charles VI's écu in 1411. It was not until
the appearance of the first issue of the royal d'or on 9.11.1429 that
the old norms were again attained.

One possible explanation for the absence from this hoard of any
specimens of French gold coinage minted between 1411 and 1429 is
that the hoarder was concerned to have only coins with a proven
fineness of 1.0 in his collection (12). Assuming a short life for issue
five of the écu, after its appearance the availability of sueh coinage,
of types other than the first four issues of the écu, would have become
very scarce. New types struck to a fineness of 1.0 after 1411 were
generally rninted for only short periods of time, and usually only
in particular mints. Only one new type, the double d'or of 1420, had
a minting life longer than one year, and while its fineness was 1.0
by statute, it was coined at La Rochelle and Tours only. Other
types minted after 1411 ta a fineness of 1.0 had minting histories
of six months or less, and usually were ordered struck by only
one or two mints. It is safe ta say that gold coins of good weight

(12) Sec the comparative assay determinations, sorne using touchstone ana
lysls, in W. A. ÛDDY and F. SCHWEIZER, A Compara fille Analysis of Sorne Gold
Coins, in Methods of Chemical and Melallurgical Lnuestiqation of Ancien! Coinaqe,
cd. E. T. HALL and D. M. METCALF, London, 1972, p. 171-182.
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and pure metal were scarce in those parts of France under Valois
influence after 1411, and that the population of coins that did meet
these standards was composed predominantly of Charles VI's écus
of issues one through four.

Further, the breaks in the hoard seem tao clean ta be accidental.
1 would expect, had this been only a part of the whole, ta find a
few stray examples of issues minted after 1411 in what remained,
and not a sudden end ta coins struck after that date. The absence
of specimens of issue {ive of the écu is more worrîsome ta me than
the absence of issues of other types that followed, and 1 can only
assume that issue five had a short minting history, and that produc
tion was limited, as weIl.

AlI in aIl, the coincidence of the gap in the hoard with the scarcity
of new types of 1.0 fineness, and the clean way in which the sequence
of types in the hoard ends abruptly with issue four of the écu and
resumes with issue one of the royal, convinces me that thèse Il 9
coins are indeed the complete hoard as deposited, and not the
remnants of it collected nearly half a millenium later. Examples of
the less pure types may have been accumulated by the hoarder at
the time of their issue, only to he disposed of later. Or it may he
that the hoarder suffered along with the l'est of the population
during the anarchy that followed the assassination of the Duke of
Orléans in 1407. Whatever may have been the case, the 119 coins
that have come down to us have what 1 might calI an internallogic
that is consistent with the historical events of the times in which
they were struck, and the gap can be made to coincide with politieal
and military events that eould have caused it more economically
than to assume a loss of population as its cause.

IV

Mint distribution patterns and the incidence of die-links estab
lished for the hoard clearly point to the area of Anjou/Poitou as the
most likely place of deposit. The continuity of this region from
the pattern shown by the second sub-category of écus (Map II)
to that exhibited by the group of royals (Map III) points to this
conclusion. Additionally, mint representation also indicates that
the hoarder accumulated his treasure in this area. The high degree
of representation of the mint at Angers, and the faet that the only
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die-links among the écus of both sub-groups came from this mint,
further supports this contention. The historical circumstances at
the time the royals were accumulated, taken in conjunction with
the distribution patterns established for this hoard, further demand
that Anjou/Poitou he the area of deposit (13). Communications
among the several parts of the realm during the life of the royal's
first three issues were extremely difficult. The northwestern areas
of the Kingdom of Bourges were severed frorn the southern parts
by English Guienne, and the Dauphiné was linked ta the rest of
the shrunken French kingdom only by the steadfast defense of
Lyon. Languedoc went its own way after 1425 under the direction
of the Count of Foix. Burgundian and Gascon routiers hovered

TABLE l

COIN \VEIGHTS BEFORE AND AFTER CLEANING,
SHOWING WEIGHT LOSSES.

ALL WEIGHTS IN GRAMMES.

Coin No.

8
11
16
18
19
24

30
32
34
37
38
39
41
46
47

Weight Before
Cleaning

4.019
4.094
4.008
3.939
3.964
3.747
3.947
4.054
3.984
3.903
3.927
3.944

3.765
3.905
3.929

Weigh t After
Cleaning

4.012
4.079
3.999
3.933
3.963
3.745
3.945
4.028
3.980
3.897
3.915
3.935
3.755
3.899
3.920

Weight Loss

0.007
0.015
0.009
0.006
0.001
0.002
0.002
0.026
0.004
0.006
0.012
0.009
0.010
0.006
0.009

(13) See Eduard PERROY, The Hundred Years War, New York, 1965, p. 259

295.
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about aIl the major lines of communication among the parts of the
French kingdom below the Loire, rnaking each a separate province
cut off from the others. In this light, ît is improbable that someone
resident anywhere but below the Loire in the west of the realm
could have accumulated coinage minted in that area. The three
examples of royals minted at Montélimar show that sorne com
munication was possible between the west and the southeast; but
the fact that all three are die-linked, joined ta the absence of
specimens struck in the mints of the Dauphiné, between the Loire
and the Rhône, and elsewhere in Languedoc, argues that these
areas were effeetively eut off from the west. As has already been
suggested, Map III shows the general circulation pattern for royal
gold issues in Anjou/Poitou, and intimates that France at this time
was probably divided into separate coinage provinces with Iittle
interaction among them.

TABLE 2

OBSERVED PUNCH LINKS: ÉCUS À LA COURONNE,
ISSUES 1/2:

H.S.A. HOARD CorNS ARE ARRANGED FROM

LIGHTER TO HEAVIER WEIGHTS

Coin No.

41 :J c-
2 A

14 A
15 A
21 A
37 B -.
42 J A
36
38 A
22 B
13 B
39 B
18 B-
7 B

43 B
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TABLE 3

OBSERVED PUNCH AND DIE LINKS:
ÉCUS A LA COURONNE. ISSUES 3j4:

H.S.A. BOARD COINS ARE ARRANGED EY MINTS;

WITHIN MINTS, FROM LIGHTER Ta HEAVIER WEIGHTS

Paris 76 A A-
77

:J84 E

]81
78 C
80 B B
82 D
83 C -

Montpellier 55

~j45

56

Angers 63 A

B Jobv. die Iink
64

Toulouse 11; ~EC 1
47 D j
61 E

Romans ~~ ~ ]

Tournai 47 B J
74 A

No die-links were observed among the écus of the first suh-group
(see Table 1). In the second sub-category, nos. 63 and 64, minted
at Angers, are linked on the obverse (see Table 3). Beyond this,
no other such links were found in this sub-group. Linkages among
the group of royals are quite common, however (see Table 4). Ail
three specimens minted at Montélimar are die-linked on the ob
verse; bath examples from Limoges of issue two are similarly die
linked ; and three of the nine coins without mint marks are also
linked on the obverse. This is a high degree of linkage, almost
thirty percen t of the total. What is important ta he noted here is
that of the four sets of linkages established for aIl parts of the hoard,
two are on specimens from mints in or close to Anjou/Poitou, one
may be but cannat be certainly proven, and only one is definitely
not from this area.

It is not difficult ta determine the closing date of this hoard.
Two specimens of issue three of the royal are present, but none of
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TABLE 4

OBSERVED DIE LINKS: ROYALS D'OR. ISSUES 1/2/3:
H.S.A. HOARD. COINS ARE ARRANGED FROM LIGHTER

Tü HEAVIER WElGHTS WITHIN ISSUES

Issue 1 102 C

j98 A-
100 B

Issue 1 - Montélimar

113

~j112
114

Issue 2 - Limoges
117

~J116

issue four. Issue three was ordered struck beginning 15.9.1431,
and was replaced on 4.12.1431 by issue four. Allowing local mints
a week or two to eut new dies, and a further similar period for their
production to reach levels that would affect the general gold cir
culating medium, then the earliest date at which issue four could
have reached levels high enough to have affected the composition
of this hoard will have been the end of Decernber, 1431. The closing
date for this hoard, therefore, must fall between the end of Septem
ber and the end of December, 1431. That almost one-third of the
royals in the hoard are die-linked further supports a closing date
shortly after their minting.

The absence of exarnples of issue four of the royal suggests a
date of deposit close ta the date of closing. The suggestion is not
enough in itselt, of course, but taken in conjunction with the history
of the time the end of December, 1431, is the most likely date of
deposit.

The brief successes enjoyed by the French in 1429-1430 had
turned sour by 1431, a year that saw disaster for the French every
where (14). The foeus of French morale, Joan of Arc, was captured,
and executed in May of 1431. New Anglo-Burgundian campaigns

(14) PERROY, p. 288-295.
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along the Loire and down the Rhône valley heralded an impending
rupture of the French kingdom. English expectations of ultimate
victory over Charles VII were publicly announced by the coronation
of the young Henry VI in Paris on December 17, 1431. Norman and
Gascon rouliers încreased their activities along the northern and
southern limits of Charles' western domains. With the threat of
imminent invasion, recent defeats suffered by French arms, French
defenses everywhere in [eopardy, and a rival king in Paris, no more
appropriate time need be sought for the deposit of this hoard than
December, 1431.

If the hoard had been closed during the last quarter of 1431, and
deposited towards the end of December that year, then it should
exhibit characteristics of an emergency hoard put together in sorne
haste. These characteristics are present in the hoard, but only
among the group of royals. The 27 royals had clearly been ac
cumulated on the basis of heavy weight, as Graph 3 shows. Their
physical appearances betray a lack of concern for aesthetic con
ditions. Mints represented c1uster in the area of Anjou/Poitou,
and almost thirty percent of the specimens are die-linked in various
series. Distribution patterns established for this group (Map III)
illustrate what was probably the general circulation pattern for
royal gold in the western provinces of France at the time, and Map
IV hints at the politieal allegiance of the hoarder. All these factors
together suggest that the 27 l'oyais were an emergency hoard put
together towards the end of 1431, in response to the worsening
military situation for the French.

The two sub-categories of écus share none of the characteristics
exhibited by the group of royals. The physical condition, range
of weights, and probable mint distribution pattern for the sub-group
of écus of issues one and two point to a savings hoard composed of
specimens of good appearance and short circulation Iife, withdrawn
contemporaneously with their issue. A high degree of punch-links
has been found among these coins, from widely separate mints, and
this factor in turn suggests withdrawal shortly after minting, sinee
dies for the écu seem ta have been eut in Paris under careful su
pervision (see Table 2). The second sub-group of écus, issues three
and four, shows similar characteristies, and represents the continua
tion of the savings part of this hoard after 1389. Graph 2 hints at a
concern for good weight as weIl as good appearance, and this ac
cords weIl with what is known of the steadily more violent disputes
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among rival members of the royal family in the last decade of the
14th century. These two sub-categories of écus, then, are a savings
hoard put together contemporaneously with the issue of its contents,
originally only on the basis of appearance, but after 1389 with an
eye towards good weight as weIl. Graphs 1 and 2, supported by
datable specimens, suggest that the velocity of saving was faster
between 1388 and 1394, and that fewer specimens from before or
after these dates were included in the hoard.

The whole hoard, therefore, is composed of two tiers. The first
is a savings tier, composed primarily of coins struck between 1388
and 1394. One specimen, no. 52 from the mint at Romans, gives
a date of 1406-1408, and this must be the earliest date at which this
tier can have been closed. After 1406-1408 no specimens are iden
tifiably present until the appearance of the first issue of the royal.
In aIl likelihood during December of 1431 the second Uer of the
hoard was quickly put together, and both tiers were buried together
somewhere below the Loire in the area of Anjou/ Poitou.

The hoard is too small to have been a pay-master's Iost treasure,
and its composition and lack of a high incidence of die-linkages
in the first tier argues against its having been a military hoard. The
first tier does suggest a mercantile hoard, but after 1407 the French
economy contracted and foreign trade became almost impossible
due to renewed hostilities between England and France (15). The
presence of the second tier, and the overall localization of the hoard
in an area not known for strong ties with foreign commerce, argue
against the hoard having been a mercantile one,

Given the area of Anjou/ Poitou as the region of accumulation and
deposit, and the hints offered by Mar IV as to the politieal allegiance
of the hoarder, it is possible that he was a member of the royal
administration resident below the Loire. His long residence (cer
tainly from 1388) and changing fortunes (suggested by the gap of
eighteen years in the sequence of types) demand an important and
continuously-Iunctioning, or at least periodically revived, ad
ministrative post, and the only arm of the royal government that
operated continuously in this area was the machinery for collecting

(15) Ibid. See also E. PERROY, À l'origine d'une économie contractée ..., in
Annales 4, 1949 ; and A. LANDRY, Essai économique sur les mutations des mon
naies dans l'ancienne France, de Philippe le Bel à Charles VII (Bibliothèque de
l'École des Hautes Études, 185), Paris, 1910.
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the taxes (16). If we assume, as seems reasonable, that the hoarder
was a tax collector, or tax Iarmer, then the faet that after 1425
Charles VIl located his Cour des aides and the judicial arrn of the
Parlement at Poitiers beeomes suggestive (li). The observation that
Poitiers faIls in the middle of the area already determined as that
in which the hoard was accumulated and deposîted points to
Poitiers as the most likely residence of the hoarder. The good ap
pearance and fairly good weights of the second sub-category of
écus in the hoard suggests that we may have here evidence of bil
lonaqe, a peculation for which tax Iarmers were notorious (18).
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I. Écus à la couronne: Issues 1/2 (11.3.1385 - 2.9.1389) ............
~

No. Weight Lafaurie Type Comments

1 ~ 3.892 gms, 378
2 t 3.809 378
3 1- 3.938 378 GRACI[A]
4 ~ 3.850 378 A of FRANCORVM not barred
5 "- 3.982 378
6 \ 3.959 378
7 ,j, 3.982 378 (obv.) -+ ; (rev.) *"

~
8 ~ 4.019 378 ;:-.
9 1- 4.028 378 :I:

10 "- 3.945 378 0
Cl

Il l' 4.094 378 tl
~
:0

12 ~ 3.920 378 Étoile in center, reverse, bears a raised dot at its center

13 \ 3.927 378 XPC in each case
14 \ 3.815 378

15 r 3.852 378 XPC VINCIT XPC ...
16 t 4.008 378
17 "- 3.982 378
18 ~ 3.939 378 GP [A] C [lA]

R[EGNA] T
Étoile with six arms at center of reverse = Tournai



19 l' 3.964 378 Tournai (as no. 18)
20 t 3.973 378 Ohverse A in aIl cases not barred. Molette at center, reverse -

St.-Quentin
>

21 .J. 3.867 378 Obverse A in all cases not barred, Toulouse t'"

22 '\ 3.920 378 Obverse A in aH cases Dot barred 0
UI...;

23 l' 3.968 378 + KAROLVS ~ DEI ~ GR·ACrA ~ FRANCORVM : REX ~

24 ./ 3.747 378 obverse A in aIl cases not barred
):d
trl

25 3.840 378 Obverse A in all cases not barred. Étoile in center, reverse, bears
>-

'\ UI
c:

a raised dot ta the right ):d
trl

26 l' 3.936 378 l'Jj
:Xl

27 '\ 4.061 378 + . XPC ~ VINCIT ... 0
a::

28 ~ 3.960 378 ...,
:::0

29 '\ 4.026 378 FRANCORV[M] tI1

30 +- 3.947 378 ~

~31 l' 3.900 378 XPC x VINCIT * XPC * ... t:l

32 l' 4.054 378 Obverse A in an cases not barred
~
trl
t:1

33 '\ 3.820 378 -<
34 ./ 3.984 378 trl

>
):d

35 t 3.817 378 III

36 '\ 3.933 378 Reverse punctuation by six-armed stars; étoile in center of reverse =a
>-

is six-armed. Master's mark: chalice (?) after initial cross on obverse, :Xl

before initial cross on reverse
37 ~ 3.903 378 As no. 36, except R[EX]

l'-'-
l'-'-
01



38 ~ 3.927 378 Obverse struck over reverse type. Master's mark: chalice (?) at end """'""""'"
of legend on obverse and reverse; chalice (?) on reverse bears a rais-

Cj)

ed dot above
39 ~ 3.944 378 FRANCOR· VM

XPC * VINCIT * X·PC * REGNAT * XPC * INPERA[T]
40 t 3.939 378 Obverse struck over reverse type
41 J. 3.765 378 G[R]ACIA
42 \ 3.925 378 Tournai (as nos. 18 and 19)
43 \ 4.067 378 Master's mark: chalice (?) at end of legend on both faces
44 ~ 3.777 378 Dot in the center of the 0 of KAROLVS and FRANCORVM ; A is ~

not barred in aIl cases on obverse :--
::c

II. Écus à la couronne: Issues 3/4 (11.9.1389 - 2.11.1411) 0
Cl
Cl

45 ~ 3.944 378a Montpellier r-:l
~

46 t 3.905 378a Toulouse
47 of- 3.929 378a Toulouse
48 ~ 3.755 378a Tournai
49 ~ 3.892 378a Romans
50 t 3.899 378a Romans
51 of- 3.717 378a Romans
52 t 3.898 378a Romans. Dot in center of 0 of KAROLVS = 1406 Ni
53 l' 3.935 378a Crémieu
54 J. 3.920 378a Crémieu. Dot in P of 3rd XPC



55 l' 3.912 378a Montpellier
56 \, 3.958 378a Montpellier
57 ft 3.890 378a Montpellier. Dot below punctuation star after 1st XPC

>-
58 '\ 3.785 378a Toulouse. Dot in top right quadrant of initial cross OR obverse ; t"'"

dots to right and below central étoile on reverse 0
rn
~

59 '\ 3.910 378a Toulouse. Dots to right and below central étoile on reverse '""3

60 ft 3.728 378a Toulouse. As no. 59 ~
r.:l
>-

61 l' 3.962 378a Toulouse. Dot directly above central étoile on reverse rn
c:::

62 -+ 3.972 378a Angers. ûbverse struck over reverse type. INPERA[T] ?:l
171

63 ~ 3.918 378a Angers. Obverse die-linkage with no. 64 ~
?:l

64 / 3.964 378a Angers. Obverse die-linkage with no. 63 0
~

65 ft 3.949 378a Angers. INPERA' l-j
:J:

66 \ 3.894 378a Poitiers. Round a in FRANCORVM ~

67 '\ 3.960 378a La Rochelle ::I:

268 t 3.972 378a La Rochelle. Obverse struck over reverse type. INPERA[T] t:l
?:l

69 '\ 3.905 378a La Rochelle t!l
t:l

70 ~ 3.902 378a Dijon. Dot above and to left of central étoile on reverse ~

71 \, 3.960 378a Dijon t:l
>-
~

72 t 3.940 378a Troyes. Molette following 1st XPC rn

73 ft 3.925 378a Rouen ::il
>-

74 ~ 3.886 378a Tournai ~

75 -+ 3.958 378a Tournai. Obverse struck over reverse type
76 3.907 378a Paris. Obverse struck over reverse type

......
0(- ......

"I



77 '1 3.931 378a Paris 1-4
1-4
QI:)

78 ~ 3.950 378a Paris
79 ~ 3.963 378a Paris. Obverse struck over reverse type
80 ~ 3.951 378a Paris. Obverse struck over reverse type
81 '1 3.948 378a Paris. Dots ta right above and below central étoile on reverse
82 ~ 3.974 378a Paris. Raised dot in center of central étoile on reverse
83 +- 4.004 378a Paris
84 "- 3.948 378a Paris. Dot below and to right of central étoile on reverse
85 t 3.955 378a Paris
86 1 3.822 378a St.-Lô. A of KAROLVS not barred ~
87 ~ 3.808 378a Villeneuve. INPERA[T) ;-.
88 ~ 3.926 378a Villeneuve :I:

0
89 '1 3.975 378a Poitiers tl

t:l
90 ~ 3.929 378a Tours. INPERAlTl tri

:l:I

91 '\ 3.949 378a Rouen. Reverse punctuation by molettes.
92 ~ 3.936 378a La Rochelle

III. Rayais d'or: Issues 1/2/3 (9.10.1429 - 9.15.1431)

93 ~ 3.770 459 Issue 1
94 t 3.761 459 Issue 1
95 \ 3.765 459 Issue 1
96 ~ 3.755 459 Issue 3. La Rochelle
97 ft 3.722 459 Issue 1



98 ,j, 3.774 459 Issue 1. Obverse die-linkages with nos. 100 and 102
99 .j 3.766 459 Issue 1. Chinon

100 ~ 3.777 459 Issue 1. Obverse die-linkages with nos. 98 and 102 ~

101 ft 3.845 459 Issue 2. Angers t"'
0

102 ~ 3.744 459 Issue 1. Obverse die-linkages with nos. 98 and 100
en
~

103 ,J 3.781 459 Issue 1. Angers ~

"104 ~ 3.818 459 Issue 2. Angers; deep break across obverse field
[z:J
~

105 t 3.823 459 Issue 1. Orléans ~
~

106 /. 3.824 459 Issue 1. Poitiers
[z:J

~

107 ~ 3.820 459 Issue 1. Angers "0
108 ft 3.806 459 Issue 1 ~

109 ~ 3.813 459 Issue 1. La Rochelle
'"i
:I:
tIl

110 ~ 3.682 459 Issue 1. Orléans; deep break across obverse field ::e
111 ~ 3.677 459 Issue 1. Tours; obverse and reverse A not barred in all cases ~
112 3.782 459 Issue 1. Montélimar; obverse die-linkages with nos. 113 and 114

tl
--+ ::tl

tr1
113 ~ 3.736 459 Issue 1. Montélimar; obverse die-linkages with nos. 112 and 114 t:1

114 ~ 3.791 459 Issue 1. Montélimar; obverse die-linkages with nos. 112 and 113 0<
t::l

115 ~ 3.496 459 Issue 3. La Rochelle
~
:z:len

116 ~ 3.736 459 Issue 2. Limoges; obverse die-linkage with no. 117 :S
117 ~ 3.676 459 Issue 2. Limoges; obverse die-linkage with no. 116 >

:z:l

118 t 3.702 459 Issue 1. Limoges
119 ,j, 3.740 459 Issue 1. Struck off-center ~

~

'-D
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APPENDIX 1

Mint production figures, écus à la couronne, issues 1 - 4.

Paris

1. 1.3. - 2.6.1385 108,000 peso struek (1)
20.6. - 17.10 127,500
17.10. - 24.3.1386 63,500
24.3. - 31.5 24,500
15.6. - 31.8 38,500
31.8. - 24.10. 38,500
24.10. - 10.11. 8,500
10.11. - 12.12. 22,000

431,000

4. 3.3.1400 - 16.10.1401 40,200
16.10. - 15.12. 8,600
26.11.1408 - 24.4.1410 14,400
24.4. - 11.1410 16,200
31.1. - 1.11.1410 5,400

84,800

Montpellier

4. 15.3.1403 - 9.12.1404 17,200
9.12. - 25.12.1405 22,800

(1406) 21,800
20.3.1406 - 17.12.1407 20,200
23.12.1408 - 4.12.1409 43,600
3.1.1409 - 28.3.1410 65,000
28.3. - 24.12.1411 25,500

216,100

(1) The figures given here have been compiled from DE SAULCY, Recueil de

documents ... , q.v.. De Saulcy arrived at these figures by multiplying the number
of specimens contained in eaeh rnint's bottes delîvered to Paris for annual assay
by 200. Each mint was required by statute to take at random from the day's
production one coin for every 200 struck, and to place it under seal in a boîte.

Sînce local rnint-masters were not absolutely scrupulous in observlng the terrns
of other statutes governing theîr practises, these production figures should
probably be used with care.
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Troyes

3. 28.12.1389 - 12.2.1390
18.2. - 7.5.
7.5. - 2.9.
2.9. - 2.2.1391
2.2. - 23.3
23.3. - 7.10
7.10. - 9.1.1392
9.1. - 26.5.
26.5. - 5.9.
5.9. - 17.4.1393
17.4. - 3.10
8.10. - 17.1.1394
17.1.-2.6.

3/4. 2.6. - 26.8
26.8. - 2.2.1395
2.2. - 22.7.
13.9. - 5.1.1396
20.7. - 6.1.1397
6.1. - 26.7.

Crémieu

3.7.1388 - 8.2.1389
8.2. - 1.5.
1.5. - 9.11.
11.5.1391 - 12.12.
12.12. - 23.7.1392
23.7. - 16.2.1393
16.2. - 3.4.1394
16.2.1392 - 3.4.
3.4. - 3.9.1393
3.9. - 27.1.1394
27.1. - 28.6.
28.6. - 31.8
31.8. - 28.2.1395
28.2. - 1.1.1396
1.2. - 6.9.1397
18.12. - 10.8.1398

6,000
6,000
4,500
9,000
3,000
7,500
3,500
5,000
4,000

11,000
9,000
3,000
5,000
2,500
6,000
5,500
4,500
4,000
4,000

63,500
23,000
38,500
22,500
20,500
11,500
7,500
7,500 (2)

14,000
10,000
10,500

3,500
8,500

18,500
6,500
9,500

275,500

(2) Overlapping production dates are to be explained ùy the presence of two
more lessees operating in the same mint at the sarne Ume. Each would have

required to keep his own botte.
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Mint-masters' contracts, regarding annual gold output, écus à la
couronne, 1385-1410

8.6.1385
3.9.1390

16.8.1392

19.1.1396

9.11.1401

4.11.1406

16.11.1406

24.4.1410

20.9.1410

Paris ordered to strike 600 marcs of gold.
Master of Ste-André-lès-Avignon contracts to strike
2,000 marcs of gold during his first year.
Master of Ste.-Menehould ordered to strike 400 marcs
of gold over the first two years of operations. Note:
11.12.1395 the mint closed for an indefinite period.
Arnoullet Bracque, Paris master, has failed to strike
1,000 marcs of gold in his first year.
Jacquemont Robaut contracts to strike 6,000 marcs
of gold at Tournai, and 1,000 marcs of gold at St.-Quen
tin in the next three years.
Estienne Boyal promises to coin 600 marcs of gold
in his first year as master; mint unknown.
Pierre Lany contracts to strike 400 marcs of gold at
St.-Pourçaîn over the next three years.
Jehan le Goupil contracts to coin 100 marcs of gold
this year, and 200 marcs the next, at St.-Lô.
Laurent Faveul had contracted in January, 1407, ta
coin 3,000 marcs of gold at Montpellier by this year.
He has failed, but is granted an additional year to
make good.

Silver ordered struck : 22.8.1390: ta illustrate relative mint capacîties.

Tournai 100 marcs Toulouse 100 marcs
St.-Quentin 100 St.-Pourçain 60
Troyes 100 Tours 60
Dijon 100 La Rochelle 60
Angers 100 St.-Lô 50
Montpellier 100 Poitiers 50

Limoges 40

APPENDIX II

Mint production figures, royals d'or, issues 1 - 3.

Tours
1. 4.11.1429 - 26.2.1430

10.3.1429 - 8.7.1430
20.7. - 21.10.

1/2. 6.11. - 13.4.1431
21.4. - 28.7.
16.9.

3. 28.9. - 5.12.
2/4. 17.1.1431 - 14.9.1435

64/marc

\}

70/marc
64/marc

10,600 peso
6,200
2,200
3,400
2,800

600
1,600

31,000
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La Rochelle

1. 11.11.1429 - 28.5.1430 64/marc 49,200
2.6.1430 - 1.11.1430 » 33,00

1/2. 10.11.1430 - 10.4.1431 11,200
21.4. - 22.8. 7,400
11 - 24.9.1431 1,400
18.1.1431 600

2/4. 9.2.1431 - 6.6.1432 9,600

Toulouse
1. 15.12.1429 - 3.6.1430 64/rnare 10,500

Romans

1. 20.3.1429 - 16.8.1430 64Jmarc 1,600 peso

Montélimar

1/2. 3.10.1430 - 7.7.1431 64/marc 4,600

Note: See notes to Appendix I for sources and comments.

APPENDIX III

Royal mints operating during aIl, or part, of the lives of issues 1 and
2 of the écu à la couronne, 11.3.1385 - 11.9.1389 (1).

Agen - closed after 6.1386
Angers
Condom - closed after 6.1386
Crémieu - after 11.3.1388 (2)

(1) This appendix, as well as the two that follow, are based upon the llsts
compîled by LAFAURIE, q.u.,supplemented by DE SAULCY, Éléments de l'histoire
des ateliers monétaires du royaume de France, q.v., and by documents printed in
vols. ii and iii of DE SAULCY, Recueil de documents ... , q.o..

(2) In July, 1385, the boites (rom Crémieu, Mirabel, and Romans were delivered
to the masters-general of the mints in Paris by Jean de Mareuil, clerk of the
recelver-general of the Dauphiné. They contained specimens of the coinage of the
previous reign only. AUer the assay, Jean de Mareuil was given four pairs of
irons to deliver to the mints in the Dauphiné, and he made bail for these on
12.3.1386. These dies were eut to the patterns of Charles V 's coin age. Between
26.10.1385 and 14.2.1386, 3,692 écus à la couronne of issue 1 were struck in Paris
to the weight standard set earlier for the Dauphiné (58 1/8 to the marc of gold)
and sent to Mirabel for distribution. On 11.3.1388 Crémieu was authorized to
begin striking écus of issue two. These facts together suggest that the mints in
the Dauphiné did not strlke écus of issue 1, and only began striking to the new
pattern with issue 2. For these reasons l have listed the Dauphiné mints as
operating only during the life of issue 2 of the écu à la couronne.
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Dij on/Chalon-sur-Saône
La Rochelle
Limoges
Mâcon
Mirabel - after 11.3.1388 (2)
Montpellier
Paris
Poitiers
Romans - after 11.3.1388 (2)
Rouen
St.-Pourçain
St.-Quentin
Toulouse
Tournai
Tours
Troyes
Villefranche-en-Rouergue

Note: See note 2 p. 123.

APPENDIX IV

Royal mints operating during all, or part, of the lives of issues 3
and 4 of the écu à la couronne, 11.9.1389 - 2.11.1411.

Angers
Briançon/Embrun - see Embrun, below
Chalon-sur-Saône
Crémieu - closed 6.9. - 18.12.1397
Dijon
Embrun - opened 13.11.1406, after the closure of Mirabel; operated

with the assistance of Briançon
Figeac - closed in 1406 ,
La Rochelle - noted closed 29.7.1394 ; re-opened soon atterwards
Limoges
Mâcon
Mirabel - closed 9.11.1401; irons destroyed 7.9.1406
Montpellier
Paris - closed from 25.1.1407 to 23.5.1408 (latest)
Poitiers
Romans
Rouen
St.vAndré-lès-Avtgnon (Villeneuve) - opened 7.4.1391
St.-Lô - opened 15.4.1390
Ste.-Menehould - closed 30.9.1394 to 11.12.1395
St.-Pourçain
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St.-Quentin
Toulouse
Tournai
Tours
Troyes - closed 12.8.1394 to 13.2.1395, and 22.7.1395 to 13.9.1395
Villefranche-en-Rouergue

Note: See note 1, Appendix III.

APPENDIX V

Royal mints operating during aIl, or part, of the lives of issues 1
through 3 of the royal d'or, 9.10.1429 - 4.12.1431.

Angers
Bourges
Châlons-sur-Marne
Château-Thierry - closed 28.3.1431
Chinon
Crémieu
Figeac
Fontenay-le-Comte - closed sometime aîter 4.11.1423 and before

28.3.1431
La Rochelle
Le Puy
Limoges
Loches - closed 28.3.1431
Lyon
Montélimar
Montpellier
Mouzon
Orléans
Parthenay - closed 28.3.1431
Poitiers
Pont-St.-Esprit
Riom - closed 28.3.1431
Romans
Saumur - closed 28.3.1431
St.-André-Iès-Avignon (Villeneuve) - closed 28.3.1431
se.-Pourçain
Toulouse
Tournai
Tours
Villefranche-en-Rouergue - closed 28.3.1431

Note: See note l, Appendix III.




